Euro Concepts Sydney is born from the passion for good food and wine of founder Roberto Dessanti. Australian born, Roberto has been strongly influenced by his Italian born parents and heritage. In the early years Roberto spent time in Italy to learn the secrets of good food and wine and also to study at the prestigious International School of Management in Trieste, where he successfully assisted Italian companies to export around the world. Taking this knowledge and passion, Roberto founded Euro Concepts Sydney six years ago.

Roberto now travels to Italy to source producers who represent their culture, heritage and their story in a bottle. Roberto believes that the personality of a wine should be linked to the country, the climate, to the care in the harvest and to the personal style of the wine maker.

Euro Concepts Sydney in a Bottle

∞ Euro Concepts Sydney (ECS) is an importer, wholesaler, and distributor of Italian wine, spirits and food.
∞ ECS foundations are passion, tradition, quality and innovation.
∞ ECS offer a complete wine portfolio of over 300 labels, they can help you tailor a wine menu to suit and complement individual dishes and seasonal produce.

Who We Are & What We Stand For

Our Mission
To bring joy to foodies and wine aficionados by offering them hard-to-find, genuine artisan foods and wines from Italy.

Who We Are
We are a boutique Italian wine and food business delivering Australia wide. We specialise in sourcing, importing and distributing the highest quality, hard to find authentic artisan wines and foods from Italy.

We Are Passionate Supporters of Italian Artisan Families
As a family run business, we choose to only source products made by Italian artisan families who for generations, have valued and maintained a love for their region’s traditional foods and wines. We find immense joy in helping our customers foster an appreciation for the care and commitment, workmanship and sheer dedication our artisan producers have placed in each of their unique products.

We Have Genuine Respect for the ‘Old School’
We believe there is nothing better than genuine, authentic, regional Italian foods and wines made the old fashion way. We will not compromise on this attribute and see it as our responsibility to offer our customers fine Italian foods, which are the ‘real deal,’ and of exceptional quality.

We Encourage You to Indulge a Little
We encourage you to reward yourself every now and then and experience ‘la bella vita’ by indulging in fine Italian food and wine. The products we offer are not designed to be cheap everyday items that simply do. Rather, they are masterpieces of exquisite taste and beauty and are designed to bring immense joy to your meals.
Since 1779, a family’s passion for the true Italian spirit...
Innovation in the name of tradition

Acquavite di Vinaccia Nardini has been produced in Bassano del Grappa since 1779, when the fore-father Bortolo Nardini first arrived from the Trentino region. Bortolo Nardini set up his copper alambics and this is how the oldest grappa distillery in Italy was born. At the Nardini headquarters on the bridge, you can find the historical Grapperia where the company is now managed by the seventh generation of the family who continue to promote a product that has come to symbolise Italian excellence all over the world.

Grappa Riserva 15 years
Aromatic: distinct, full & persistent bouquet, harmonious with pleasant overtones of wood & resin.
Taste: smooth, intense, with notes of tobacco; finish with complex overtones due to the 15 yrs aging in Slavonian oak barrels.
Alcohol content: 50% by Vol.
Size: 350mL, 700mL

Grappa Riserva 5 years
Aromatic: fragrant, delicate & harmonious scent.
Taste: soft but intense. Rich in complex degrees of flavour created by the long barrel aging process.
Alcohol content: 40% by Vol.
Size: 350mL, 700mL

Grappa Bianca
Aromatic: frank, generous & immediate fragrance.
Taste: traditional, intense & dry.
Alcohol content: 40% by Vol.
Size: 350mL, 700mL

Grappa di Ruta
Aromatic: immediate, typical of the rue herbal fragrance.
Taste: intense, with a pleasantly bitter finish.
Alcohol content: 43% by Vol.
Size: 350mL, 700mL

Acqua di Cedro:
Sweet, dry with a pleasant citrus fragrance. Alc: 29% by vol.

Tagliatella Liqueur:
Well balanced, with an intense bouquet, pleasant & fruity, with notes of herbs & spices. Alc: 35% by vol.

Mandorla Liqueur:
Almond flavoured grappa, intense & dry, with a slightly sweet aftertaste. Alc: 50% by vol.

Ginepro Liqueur:
Sweet, dry - characterised by the balsamic fragrance of the juniper berries. Alc: 45% by vol.

Mistra Liqueur:
Decisive, with classic anise taste. Alc: 47% by vol.

Today Grappa Nardini is produced in two distillation plants: one in Bassano del Grappa and one in Monastier, both in the Veneto region, in Northern Italy. Grappa, obtained from the distillation of grape pomace, is the traditional and only Italian spirit. Grappa is selected by the Nardini family, relying on their two centuries of experience and with the aid of the most advanced quality control systems in the market today. Their rigorous quality control ensures Nardini grappa’s are not only excellent, but consistent year after year.
Rabarbaro Liqueur
Infusion of rhubarb rhizome gives a pleasant, intense flavour with a typical bitter finish.
Alcoholic Content: 19% by vol.

Amaro Liqueur
Well balanced with a pleasant aftertaste of liquorice & bitter orange.
Alcoholic Content: 31% by vol.

Mezzomezzo Liqueur
Pleasantly bitter with hints of rhubarb.
A blend of Rosso & Rabarbaro Nardini.
Alcoholic Content: 22% by vol.

Rabarbaro Liqueur
Infusion of rhubarb rhizome gives a pleasant, intense flavour with a typical bitter finish.
Alcoholic Content: 19% by vol.

Rosso Liqueur
Smooth, delicate and fragrant. Orange gentian root, Roman absinthe, quina and vanilla.
Alcoholic Content: 24% by vol.

Bitter Liqueur
Clean, citrus, pleasantly bitter. Delicate citrus bouquet & light botanical notes.
Alcoholic Content: 24% by vol.
The company ‘Il Colle’ was founded in 1978, and is located in San Pietro di Feletto and immersed in the green hills of the province of Treviso. The Ceschin family founded Il Colle and have been producing, pressing, bottling and marketing ‘Conegliano-Valdobbiadene-doc’ for 30 years.

Because of the geographical location, almost all of the production is focused on ‘Prosecco’. The hand harvested grapes are cultivated, selected, vinificated and bottled with care and passion so as to create a complete line of sparkling, white and red wines.

IL COLLE
Veneto, ITALY

PROSECCO DI CONEGLIANO CUVEE 46° PARALLELO DOCG
6 x 750mL

PROSECCO TREVISIO BRUT DOC
6 x 750mL

CONEGLIANO VALDOBBIADENE MILLESIMATO DOCG
6 x 750mL

PINOT GRIEGIO PIAVE DOC
6 x 750mL

CABERNET PIAVE DOC
6 x 750mL

The company ‘Il Colle’ was founded in 1978, and is located in San Pietro di Feletto and immersed in the green hills of the province of Treviso. The Ceschin family founded Il Colle and have been producing, pressing, bottling and marketing ‘Conegliano-Valdobbiadene-doc’ for 30 years.

Because of the geographical location, almost all of the production is focused on ‘Prosecco’. The hand harvested grapes are cultivated, selected, vinificated and bottled with care and passion so as to create a complete line of sparkling, white and red wines.

AMARONE CLASSICO DOC
6 x 750mL

RIPASSO - VALPOLICELLA DOC
12 x 750mL

CLASSICO SUPERIORE

“Palazzo Montanari” is a 14th century private estate, located on the hill of Bure, in the heart of “Valpolicella Classica”.

NICOLIS
Veneto, ITALY

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOC awards:
I Vini di Veronelli 2015 - Super 3 Stelle
Tasted Journel 2013 - 89.5 points
Wein Plus - 87 points
Wine Spectator - 90 points
Bibenda - 4 out of 5 grapes

Since 1952 the Nicolis family commit to producing world-class wines in the heart of the classic zone in San Pietro in Cariano. The Valpolicella countryside embraces a wealth of small valleys, whose gentle hillslopes are caressed by a mild climate.

AMARONE CLASSICO DOC
6 x 750mL

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC
6 x 750mL

Since 1952 the Nicolis family commit to producing world-class wines in the heart of the classic zone in San Pietro in Cariano. The Valpolicella countryside embraces a wealth of small valleys, whose gentle hillslopes are caressed by a mild climate.

RIPASSO - VALPOLICELLA DOC
12 x 750mL

CLASSICO SUPERIORE

“Palazzo Montanari” is a 14th century private estate, located on the hill of Bure, in the heart of “Valpolicella Classica”. 
VINEYARDS V8+
Veneto, ITALY

8 is the symbol of infinity, a reflection of the universe, of the immeasurable.

8 represents tenacious, even stubborn, yet practical and committed individuals to turn this dream into a reality.

8 is the number of minutes it takes from the Sun to reach the Earth and the vines and grapes of V8+ vineyards.

The ‘+’ is the care, attention and passion put into creating V8+ wines.

BORGO MAGREDO
Friuli, ITALY

Foreseeing Tomorrow
With the care of an artisan who chooses amidst his pattern book of fabrics, we walk along the rows of our 200 hectare vineyard in the Grave del Friuli, to test the quality of every single grape variety. For over 40 years the signature style that guides Borgo Magredo to transform the classic and create wines with a modern cut.

It’s a question of quality without compromise and these wines have the courage to present themselves with an original playful tone, taking a step away from the serious stereotype. Embracing both the past and the future, this style joins ancient flavours with contemporary tastes, and so too anticipating tomorrow!

Made from grapes typical of the Friuli wine-making region, these classic wines from the territory have a cutting edge modern style, fashioned with dedication and craftsmanship.

8 is the symbol of infinity, a reflection of the universe, of the immeasurable.

8 represents tenacious, even stubborn, yet practical and committed individuals to turn this dream into a reality.

8 is the number of minutes it takes from the Sun to reach the Earth and the vines and grapes of V8+ vineyards.

The ‘+’ is the care, attention and passion put into creating V8+ wines.

PROSECCO MILLESIMATO ‘SIOR GINO’ DOC
6 x 750mL

PROSECCO EXTRA DRY ‘SIOR SANDRO’ DOC
6 x 750mL

MOSCATO SPUMANTE DOLCE ‘SIOR GILDO’
6 x 750mL

PINOT GRIGIO DOC GRAVE
6 x 750mL

SAUVIGNON DOC GRAVE
6 x 750mL

PINOT NERO DOC GRAVE
6 x 750mL
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BORTOLOMIOL
Veneto, ITALY

Documents dating back to the mid-18th century certify the existence of Bartolomeo Bortolomiol, the forebear from whom today’s family takes its name and whose trade it has plied for generations. His lessons were well learnt by Giuliano Bortolomiol, the founder of today’s sparkling wine company. He has always believed in the quality and future of designation of origin Prosecco to which he has dedicated his whole life. In turn, the founder’s daughters, Maria Elena, Elvira, Luisa and Giuliana have made this mission their own and have invested in ensuring product quality and maintaining the company’s strong links with the land and its history.

Bortolomiol is dedicated to uniting their commitment to honouring this important part of local history with a project for sustainable agriculture which will safeguard the rural heritage of the area for the future. This responsibility for their land and territories is exactly the reason why Bortolomiol has started its project for organic, sustainable and low-impact cultivation.
Think Sparkling

The Maiolini family have been in the area since 15th century and believe the family name was taken from the grape variety, and so today as it was then tied to the land. From 1981 to today the goal has been to increase the potential of the vineyards, protect and increase the value of the territory, and optimise the productive procedures.

FRANCIACORTA BRUT DOCG 6 x 750mL
FRANCIACORTA BRUT SATEN DOCG 6 x 750mL
FRANCIACORTA ELECTO BRUT MILLESIMATO DOCG 6 x 750mL
FRANCIACORTA PAS DOSÉ DOCG 6 x 750mL
FRANCIACORTA BRUT BLANC DE NOIR DOCG 6 x 750mL
FRANCIACORTA BRUT ROSÉ DOCG 6 x 750mL
In perfect harmony with the surrounding territory, Azienda Agricola Cà Maiol, founded in the 1960's, conveys a message of quality, dedication and passion for wine. In the heart of the Lugana territory, Fabio and Patrizia Contato produce traditional wine characterised by sophistication and natural balance.

The hand harvested grapes, soft pressing, controlled fermentation and refinement inside slightly-roasted French oak barrels are the natural stages of a production process that has remained unchanged in time and is deeply rooted in the history of the family.
The grapes for Dezzani wines are grown in their vineyards in Monferrato, Roero and Langhe Piemonte, Italy. Dezzani was established in 1934 by Romolo Dezzani and continues today under the guidance and dedication of Luigi Dezzani. Luigi’s philosophy focuses on four fundamental concepts: passion, tradition, quality, innovation. The result is 5 quality certifications making Dezzani one of the best certified wine companies in Italy.

A good wine is not only the outcome of passion and dedication to the vineyard, but is also the result of targeted technical innovation ensuring the wines reflect their origins. The personality of every wine is closely linked to its region, the climate, careful grape harvesting and the personal interpretation of the wine maker.

**DEZZANI**

Piemonte, ITALY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>531 SPUMANTE BRUT ROSE</strong></th>
<th>6 x 750mL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOSCATO DÁSTI - MORELLI DOCG</strong></td>
<td>6 x 750mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L’ASSIOMA PIEMONTE ALBAROSSA DOC</strong></td>
<td>6 x 750mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA GUARDIA MONFERRATO ROSSO DOC</strong></td>
<td>6 x 750mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SALENTO ROSSO - TRE PASSI DOC</strong></td>
<td>6 x 750mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **BARBERA DÁSTI SUPERIORE - 80 ANNI DOCG** | 6 x 750mL |
| **BARBERA D’ASTI – IL DRAGONE DOCG** | 6 x 750mL |
| **BARBARESCO STARDE SUPERIORE DOCG** | 6 x 750mL |
| **BAROLO - SAN CARLO DOCG** | 6 x 750mL |
Poggio Ridente: ‘the Smiling Hill’ is the name of the vineyard on which thrive the vines Barbera, Albarossa and Bonarda. Located on the summit, 491 meters above sea level and because of its particular climatic conditions it is called the “Riviera del Monferrato”.

In all, the company has 20 hectares of which 9 hectares are vineyards, surrounded by woods and hedges, all over 450 meters above sea level. This biological chain of events leads us towards a horizon even more fascinating, the quest to be transformed into a biodynamic farm.

“In discussions between Luigi, our agronomist and I, we talk about how our family and company can intervene in the vineyard and winery. I look to my father, who has always upheld past traditions, and I am convinced that today the future is to seize that part of the past that, today has become so innovative. The use of traditional methods then, that are very similar to biodynamics, is an opportunity for this small company to offer an alternative from the bigger wine producers, and allows us to create a charming wine that is the direct expression of the earth from where it was born”. Cecilia Zucca.

‘TRIS DI UVE’ BIODYNAMIC WHITE WINE
6 x 750mL

RUCHÉ DI CASTAGNOLE “SAN MARZIANO” DOC
6 x 750mL

BARBERA D’ASTI DOCG
6 x 750mL

BARBERA D’ASTI SUPERIORE DOCG
6 x 750mL

PIEMONTE ALBAROSSA DOC
6 x 750mL
Damilano Wine Company is one of the oldest wineries in Barolo with historic traditions.

The Damilano family business dates back to 1890 when Giuseppe Borgogno, the great grandfather of the winery’s current owners, began to vinify his own estate wines. The town of Barolo resides in the generous and beautiful Langhe region, and its name was taken on by the “king of wines”.

The secret to high quality is found in the grapes destined to become Damilano wines. The grapes are cultivated in 53 hectares of prestigious and select vineyards that the company looks after with the same attention and respect as the winery’s founders, as well as the skills of modern winemaking in order to pursue the highest quality.
Castelli del Grevepesa, a Wine Co-operative was established in 1965 in Tuscany.

They concentrated on producing high quality wines by carefully selecting the grapes and by complying with the strict regulations.

Now with over 120 members whose common purpose is to preserve the centuries old traditions of Tuscan viticulture in the Chianti Classico region.

**Castelli del Grevepesa**

Tuscany, ITALY

**Kupelwieser**

Trentino Alto, ITALY

Fritz 1878 “Fritz”, the man who planted the vineyard in 1878 – Fritz Kupelwieser. His dedication and commitment smoothed the way for later developments, and so also for the new brand. The wine serves as a reminder of his person and the achievements of the vineyard Kupelwieser. “Fritz” also stands for freshness and liveliness, two typical characteristics of the wine. Only carefully selected grapes from Alto Adige traditionally produced under strict quality standards are used for this wine.

“Fritz” reflects Kupelwieser’s innovative approach: the elegant and stylish design of the bottles highlights the appealing and modern quality of the distinguished wine. The key feature is value: it builds confidence, today as back then!

**Castelli del Grevepesa**

- BIANCO IGT
- ROSSO IGT
- PONTORMO CHIANTI DOCG
- CASTELGREVE CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG

**Kupelwieser**

- GEWÜRZTRAMINER DOC
- RIESLING DOC
- LAGREIN FRITZ DOC

**Grapes**:
- 6 x 750mL
The Baglio di Grisi winery is situated in Western Sicily, among the hills of the Jato Valley, in a territory where nature and history are inseparable and constitute a single extraordinary landscape.

Its vineyards are worked strictly following the principles of integrated agriculture, avoiding both chemical fertilisers and weedkillers.

The company’s goal is to attract people to the most authentic side of wine awareness, encouraging the rediscovery of traditional flavours which truly fulfill their potential when combined with magnificent local gastronomic products.

Diferente® is the exclusive alcohol-free alternative to premium Champagne, Gin and Vodka for social drinkers, offering the same experience as the most iconic products – to enjoy either straight-up, “on-the-rocks” or blended in cocktails - with no restrictions and no drawbacks.

**SPARKLING CUVEE - ALCOHOL FREE CHAMPAGNE**
6 x 750mL

**CRYSTAL CLEAR ALPHA SPIRIT - ALCOHOL FREE VODKA**
6 x 750mL

**GENEVER DRY BLEND - ALCOHOL FREE GIN**
6 x 750mL
**VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI CLASSICO DOC QUOTA ‘311’**

Made from 100% Verdicchio grapes from the hilly areas belonging to the province of Ancona in the heart Castelli di Jesi, where the river Esino runs. Quota ‘311’ lingers on the palate with a bitter aftertaste characteristic of Verdicchio. Fine, elegant and unique.

6 x 750mL

---

**TÁSPETTO CHIANTI DOCG**

90% Sangiovese; 10% Merlot + Cabernet Sauvignon

This chianti is full bodied with scents of ripe berry, spicy notes and velvety tannins.

12 x 750mL
MONTE DEI COCCI
NEGROAMARO IGP

The Negroamaro has a full, powerful bouquet with notes of candied orange peel, tangerine plum, pepper, cinnamon.

Tannic and elegant on the palate, warm and pervasive.

6 x 750mL

CONTE GIANGIROLAMO

A blended wine of Primitivo and Negroamaro grapes. A full nose of berries, a delicate hint of spice. Dry and full on the palate, a superb Rosso. Tannic and elegant on the palate, warm and pervasive.

6 x 750mL

The elegance of wine surrounded by the enchanting scenery of the Itria Valley, the land of the “Trulli”.

CANTINA DI TUFO
CAMPANIA, ITALY

The Aglianico is a very ancient kind of grapevine, introduced in Italy by Greek people. One of the historical evidence about this typical wine is a bronze coin, of IV century B.C, reproducing the rural deity Dionisio. A great classic of Irpinia’s vine viticulture, today it is considered one of the most important red wines in the national production.

6 x 750mL

FALANGHINA IGP  TERRE DEL PRINCIPATO

AGLIANCIO IGP  TERRE DEL PRINCIPATO

From the land, the tradition, our wine. The Company was founded in the first half of the 50th century by Giovanni La Marca, a man passionate about the wine growing traditions of Campania. Today, his son Michele and his son Gianni, following the tracks of the founder are presenting themselves on the market with a wide range of prestigious, modern and innovative products in style and image, whilst highly highlighting the typical characteristics of the wine culture and the production of well known wines.

For a remarkable reference to this region, the company took the name “Terre del Principato” to bring back memories of the borbonic name “Principato Ultra”, currently Avellino and Benevento provinces.

6 x 750mL
SOVRANO LIMONCELLO
Kerikeri, NEW ZEALAND

The Zest of New Zealand

Multi-award winning Limoncello recipes contain 100% natural ingredients

The world’s best limoncello didn’t happen by chance. It came about by the perfect symbiosis of a very passionate Italian artisan from Sicily who saw the opportunity of growing some of the world’s best lemons and oranges in the pristine natural environment of Kerikeri in New Zealand.

The result is now history as Sovrano Limoncello has taken the world by storm by winning an extra-ordinary number of Gold Medals and World titles.

Sovrano is now arguably the purest and most unique limoncello and orangello ever made. Combine this with elegance, simplicity of pure flavour and a depth of taste that lingers forever and you have an exceptional quality product beyond compare. Sovrano Limoncello and Orangello is of course perfect on its own but it is also versatile.

It is brilliant in cocktails, it enhances flavours when used in cooking and it adds a new dimension of taste when it is poured over ice cream, fruit salad and pastries.
The family Sgarzi has been growing vines and producing wines for many generations in Castel San Pietro Terme, a city located on the “Wine Route”.

The first recognitions date back to 1933, when the current owner’s grandfather, Luigi Sgarzi, had a small winery and delivered wines in oak barrels by horse carriages.

The wines are selected and tested to ensure quality and continuity and one of the key point of our work is the mutual trust between us and our qualified producers that we have selected in the various Italian regions. The wine becomes a means to convey emotion, culture, history of the Italian way to live.

From those early time, Cantine Sgarzi Luigi has always considered the genuineness as the most important goal and it has continued to invest in the estate and in the winery by combining traditional viniculture with modern technologies, not only to promote the product of its own vineyards, but also with the winning insight to deliver the best Italian wines in the world.

Cantine Sgarzi Luigi confirms and further reinforces the commitment to provide the most extensive guarantees on the quality of its products to customers.

The quality of our wines has been also rewarded by numerous prizes by the major international wine competitions.

The company is proud to have the following certifications:
- ISO 9001
- ISO 14001
- BRC
- IFS
SGARZI LUIGI
Emilia Romagna, ITALY

LUIGI LEONARDO TREBBIANO CHARDONNAY IGT 12 x 750mL
ProWein 2005 1 star
Japan Wine Challenge Bronze Medal

LUIGI LEONARDO SANGIOVESE RUBICONE IGT 12 x 750mL

LUIGI LEONARDO PRIMITIVO DEL SALENTO IGT PUGLIA 12 x 750mL
Mundus Vini - Silver Medal

LUIGI LEONARDO SANGIOVESE DI ROMAGNA SUPERIORE DOC 6 x 750mL

LUIGI LEONARDO NERO DÁVOLA - SYRAH IGT SICILY 6 x 750mL

LUIGI LEONARDO NERO DÁVOLA-MERLOT DOC 6 x 750mL
SL MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO RISERVA DOC 12 x 750mL
Region: Abruzzo

VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOC 12 x 750mL
Region: Veneto

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOCG 12 x 750mL
Region: Veneto

BAROLO DOCG 12 x 750mL
Region: Piemonte

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG 6 x 750mL
Gooree's origins date back some 34 years when Filipino businessman Eduardo Cojuangco realised his agricultural dreams purchasing three historic local properties and a place to call home in Australia, with the agglomeration known as “Gooree Park” being formed.

As one of the district's most historic and picturesque properties, Gooree Park today has an enviable reputation as one of the country's leading thoroughbred breeding grounds and with the largest vineyard in the Mudgee region, more recently is gaining attention turning our passion for excellence to crafting the thoroughbred of wines.

Gooree's vineyards are nestled within Mudgee's picturesque rolling hills and benefit from fertile soil and an ideal climate for growing varietals such as Chardonnay, Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon.

Since their planting in 1996 we have nurtured them - from vine to bottle - just like we have done with the racehorses that have made us famous.

With some 545 ha of vines, Gooree Park has the capacity to produce an average if 6000 tonnes of grapes or 400,000 cases of wine per year.

CROWNED GLORY CHARDONNAY       6 x 750mL
CROWNED GLORY CABERNET SAUVIGNON 6 x 750mL
CROWNED GLORY MERLOT            6 x 750mL
DON EDUARDO SHIRAZ              6 x 750mL
GOOREE PARK
Mudgee, NSW Australia

CHARDONNAY 12 x 750mL
SAUVIGNON BLANC 12 x 750mL
SEMILLON 12 x 750mL
VERDELHO 12 x 750mL

MERLOT 12 x 750mL
PINOT NOIR 12 x 750mL
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 12 x 750mL
SHIRAZ 12 x 750mL